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6 October, 2014 

To whom it may concern 

 

Wedge Holdings Co., Ltd.  

Tatsuya Konoshita,  

Representative Managing Director & CEO  

(Code 2388 TSE JASDAQ Market)  

Contact: Yukihiro Yokoyama, Corporate Officer  

(Tel: 03-6225-2207) 

 

Sales expansion to Bike dealer’s street in Phnom Penh 

~From the Press Release of Finance Business Subsidiary~ 

 

We would like to announce that GL Finance PLC (GLF), our group company has started to 

provide the bike finance services at Kirirom area, which is famous as bike dealer’s street in 

Phnom Penh. They had newly started to work with 32 dealers in this time, so now, they have 

total 80 Pos, which includes existing 48 Pos. The dealers we started to provide finance 

services this time are sub-dealer, but not authorized HONDA dealers which GLF has worked 

with until now. It means we could drastically develop new customer segment in HONDA bike 

users. 

GLF also released it in English. 

Please refer to the following original news release by GLF. 

 

********************* 

 

Phnom Penh, Cambodia on September the 29th – Thirty-two dealers will start providing finance 

to the thousands of Phnom Penhers buying their motorcycle in Kirirom district in Phnom Penh. 

 

In the past 10 years, Kirirom has become famous as a favorite shopping venue for 

motorcycles. 

However, Kirirom dealers are not official franchisees of the motorcycles manufacturers, and 

therefore did not benefit from the same services as official dealers – including financial services. 

 

GL Finance comes in as the perfect partner for many dealers in Kirirom. Not only will they 

benefit from instant credit facility for their customers (lease applications are approved in one day 

only), but also GLF Credit Officers will be standing by all day along the street, advising individual 

customers on the best option to buy a motorcycle depending on their occupation, preferences, or 

income. 

 

“Providing financing solutions fitted to each different profile keeps satisfaction high among GL 

Finance customers. It also allows us to keep our credit default ratio very low” said Riki Ishigami, 

Chief Operating Officer at GLF. 

 

GL Finance has recently approved its 10,000th customer, as financial leasing becomes 

increasingly popular in Cambodia. Now that its offer is not limited to official Honda dealers 

anymore, GL Finance is set to record even stronger sales performances. 
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New Kirirom venue in GLF’s green colour 

 

Dealers in Kirirom venue 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


